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WHAT YOU WILL NEED: 

You will need to print out the 100 tiles that make this game and adhere them to 

something like illustration board, thick cardboard, or maybe some nice cold-roll 

stainless steel (if you have the means). 

 

You will need to provide 3 different colors of small cubes or glass beads (or some 

other type of counter). These represent the three different types of resources in the 

game: Wood, Food, and Rocks. 

 

 

WHAT THIS GAME IS ABOUT: 

Unlike most rail games, where the game is about creating the most efficient rail links 

between cities to deliver goods, this game is about the EPIC PIONEERING SPIRIT of 

setting out into a vast unknown, discovering the land, finding good trailways in the 

untamed wild, and determining the best place to put down roots and create outposts, 

which if wisely placed, will grow into towns, and then cities. And then, oh yeah, it’s 

got all of that delivery stuff, too. 

 

 



AN OVERVIEW OF THE TILES: 

There are two different types of tiles. Land 

tiles and outpost tiles. The top card to the 

left here is an outpost tile. Outposts are 

considered to take up the entire 

tile…however the left side and the right 

side have distinctive functions. 

  

The left side of an outpost is used as a “keeper” location for resources that the 

outpost produces. The right side of the outpost tiles is used as a keeper location for 

resources that have been delivered to the outpost. This will be explained more later 

on. 

A land tile is somewhat like a domino. It 

has two distinct areas. Each area contains 

an icon that represents a land type, of 

which there are 5. 

 

Green Forest provide Wood. Red Farms 

provide Food. Grey Mountains provide 

rocks. Yellow Deserts provide, well, nothing. Blue Waterways provide nothing either, 

but have some special functions later in the game depending on how well your 

outposts have grown with EPIC PIONEER spirit! 

 

All icons may have railroad tracks on top of the icons, except for the waterways. By 

placing sets of tiles together in such a way that a continuous rail track runs from one 

outpost track to another outpost track, an outpost can deliver a resource to the other 

one. 

 

Again, more details will follow…. But for now… 

 

 



LET’S START: 

Pull out the 15 outpost tiles. Shuffle them facedown, and remove 8 of them, placing 

those outpost tile back in with the land tiles. Stack the remaining 7 tiles, and then flip 

the entire stack so there is only 1 visible outpost on the top of the stack. The top 

outpost of this stack will be considered the active outpost; you are not allowed to 

look at the outposts below the top revealed one. 

 

Now, shuffle and/or otherwise randomize the land (plus 8 outpost) tiles facedown. 

Create a series of manageable stacks to draw from (always facedown), and a single 

stack of 85 tiles is just spelling disaster. 

 

 

ON YOUR TURN: 

The game is pretty straightforward. A turn consists of, simply: 

A) Drawing a new tile from the supply of land tiles. 

B) Add the land tile to your world. 

C) Optionally place the top outpost tile to your world. 

D) Optionally deliver resources from one outpost to another. 

 

IN DETAIL: 

A) Draw land tile 

Drawing a new tile, is, simply, pick a new tile from the land supply, flip it over and 

look at it. Ah, the wonders of discovering new land! 

 

If you drew an outpost tile, place it immediately on top of your outpost stack. This 

outpost is now your new active outpost to place! 

 

(optional rule) You may discard 1 land tile without looking at it to draw two land tiles. 

You decide to keep one of them to play with, and discard the other one from the 

game. 

 



B) Place land tile 

There are a few rules about placing a new land tile to your map. Nothing too 

complicated, mind you. 

 

First of all…the cardinal is that all tiles must face the same direction. You cannot 

rotate the tiles in any direction. 

 

Second of all…when placing a tile next to another land tile in your world, at least one 

of the placing tiles icons must match that of an icon on a neighboring land tile. 

 

Third of all…tiles may be placed in an “offset by half a tile” fashion. 

 

Fourth of all...when placing a land tile next to an outpost tile, the only restriction is 

that an outpost tile with a waterway edge on it MUST have a waterway icon on a land 

tile next to it. 

 

Fifth of all...you do NOT need to match up rails when placing tiles. Granted, it’s 

generally a grand idea to make sure that the rail line up, but it is not required.  

 

Sixth of all…you are absolutely required to place the land tile if you can. In some 

cases, especially early in the game, some land tiles will not be able to find a legal 

home; these tiles are just discarded out of the game. 



 

 

In the example picture above, with regards to tile placement, we can see that all of the 

rules have been followed. Maybe not very wisely, mind you, but for the sake of an 

example, it will do. This assumes that the outpost tile, Hanover Hills, was placed first, 

and then the tiles that were played later were played in alphabetical order. Also note 

that currently, all of the lettered tiles are laid out in a brick wall pattern (that’s the 

whole “offset by an icon” rule in action). That’s fine! And note that the tile played 

above tile C is not offset. That’s fine and dandy, too. As long as you don’t mind the 

hole that that has created above the left side of the outpost tile. Anyway: 

 

Tile A: Since no other land tile was on the board, tile A can connect freely to an 

outpost with the only restriction being that a water icon must match along the edges 

of Hanover Hills. 

 

Tile B: Again, this tile was a free match. Note that the rail doesn’t need to match. 

 

Tile C: It fulfills the requirement that the outpost tiles with waterway edges must 

connect to another waterway. Additionally, the waterways count as a land icon type, 

so tile C also fulfills the requirement that at least one of it’s land icons neighbor a 

matching one (in this case, the waterway). 

 

Tile D: Tile D fulfills the whole “if you place next to a land tile, one of the icons must 

match a neighboring land icon” rule with the forest. And thankfully, for the player, the 

rail continues through the tile. 

 

Tile E: The mountains fulfill the matching icon rule. 



C) Place outpost tile (optional) 

You MAY now take the top outpost from your outpost stack and place it into the 

world, next to other tiles. Again, you are free to place it “offset by half the size” of the 

tile if you wish. And once again, there is that pesky restriction on outposts that if it 

has an edge with a waterway, that edge MUST neighbor a waterway icon on a land 

tile. 

 

And there is another restriction on outposts, and that is this: you can place outposts 

directly next to each other. And as a further clarification, outposts that have corners 

“not quite touching” on a diagonal are too close and are not allowed. Outposts must 

always be placed next to land tiles. 

 

After placing an outpost, you then have to see if that outpost can create resource 

cubes, based on the land icons that surround the entire outpost tile.  

 

And once again, diagonals do not count. In fact, in the example below, I’ve placed 

giant red X’s on the diagonal spaces, just to prove it. 

 

 

Anyway, you can collect up to one of each cube that matches the icons on the left side 

of the outpost, provided that the outpost neighbors at least one land icon of that 

type. 

 

So, in the example above, the player has placed Sundowner on her map. The good 

people of Sundowner can chop wood and farm. Right above the upper left edge is a 

forest icon, so Sundowner collects a wood cube. It turns out that in this placement, 

Sundowner happens to neighbor 2 farmlands. But the outpost can only collect a 

maximum of 1 cube, and so Sundowner gains a food cube. 



 

And one other things, you can only place one outpost per turn. 

 

 

D) Ship cubes (optional) 

As you may have noticed in the example above, while the good people of Sundowner 

are good at farming and wood chopping, they aren’t that great at mining. And that’s 

where the NEEDS of the outpost come in. 

 

On the right side of the tile are tile icons, which show the things that the outpost 

needs to really flourish. In the case of Sundowner, they really would like some rocks, 

and they really could use some more food (because, who wouldn’t). And this is where 

delivering comes in. 

 

As long as you can make a direct link, following connected train tracks between two 

outposts (with no outposts in between), you can deliver cubes from the left side of an 

outpost to the right side of a different outpost. 

So, continuing the saga of Sundowner, the player has managed to build Hell’s Furnace, 

and since Hell’s Furnace is neighbored by three mountain icons, Hell’s furnace 

produces 2 stone cubes. Note that there is a direct link from the Hell’s Furnace tile to 

the Sundowner tile, so the player can deliver the one stone cube that Sundowner 

needs from Hell’s Furnace. 

 

Note that at the point marked C, that there is a crossing in the tracks. Tracks that 

cross are considered to be fully usable intersections. 

 



Once a player delivers cubes to an outpost, they stay there forever on the tile, and 

cannot be moved. And again, deliveries can only be made between outposts with a 

direct connection and no other outposts in the middle of the delivery. 

 

A player can make only one cube delivery per turn. It does not have to be immediately 

after outposts are connected, a player can wait on subsequent turns to make the 

delivery. 

 

A NOTE ON OUTPOST STATUS: 

Here’s why it’s important to keep delivered cubes on the outposts. An outpost that 

has one delivered cube on it is considered to be a Town. An outpost with both 

delivered cubes on it is considered to be a City. For the purposes of these rules, and 

outpost is always talked about as an outpost, regardless of it’s status as a city or town; 

it’s just that these improved outposts have a few perks worth mentioning. 

 

Towns and cities score higher at the end of the game. But they also do something 

special when connected by waterways. 

 

All towns and cities that are on a shared waterway of waterway icons may freely trade 

with each other, provided that the waterway has at least 1 city. Towns are large 

enough to handle a small dock area, while cities are large enough to provide shipping 

boats, if you need to get technical about the theme-y reasons. Outposts on waterways 

still need rails to trade. 

 

And it should be noted that outposts/towns/cities on waterways are only defined to be 

on waterways if the outpost tile itself actually has a water edge on it. So a majority of 

outposts will not have this option. 

 

CITY DELIVERY EXEMPTION: 

Remember what I said above about delivering things on rails earlier: to deliver a cube 

from one outpost to another there must be a direct link with no outposts in between? 

Yeah, I kind of lied about that. Cities can be considered to be a distribution point in a 

rail link. So if you want to deliver cubes through cities  (and cities only) between two 

outposts, feel free to do so. But you’ll have to discard a random, unseen land tile from 

the land stack to do it as a tax. 

 



THE GAME ENDS: 

When you decide to end it, or when there are no more land tiles to draw. You might 

decide to end it early when it becomes obvious that all of the outposts tiles have been 

placed, or that there’s nothing left to improve. Anyway, time to tally up your score! 

 

Give yourself: 

1 point for every undeveloped outpost in your world. 

3 points for every town. 

6 points for every city. 

1 point per longest direct rail link between two outposts (the city exemption doesn’t 

count for this!). And again, I’m using the term “outpost” in a general term, towns and 

cities are still considered to be outposts. 

 

1 point per waterway icon in any connected waterway where outposts (well, towns 

and cities) that are on that waterway have the ability to trade. 

 

-1 point for every 2 cards that you have discarded from the game. 

 

 

 


